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How to unlock the tiny shifts in daily performance that compound to produce huge payoffs – that

is what audiences around the world learn after attending an event with the man affectionately known

as “Dr. Love”. Few people create the types of thought-provoking and highly engaging experiences that

Sardék Love is internationally known for. As an extremely popular speaker at conferences and

corporate events, attendees to his Peak Performance Made Simple-related series of speaking events

and training programs are guaranteed to enjoy Sardék’s famous Edutainment approach. Every person

experiences a transformation with Sardék because he ensures everyone will "be better than they were

yesterday."

As Chief Executive Officer of Sardék Love International, Sardék has traveled to and worked

in 32 countries inspiring, developing, and educating managers, trainers, and staff in Fortune 100

companies, high-tech organizations, local / state / federal government agencies, and global brands on

how to create high-performing teams. From working in west Siberia during the most frigid of winter

temperatures to being lost in the Libyan desert in the scorching heat of summer to traveling to the

incredibly lush and extremely remote jungles of Indonesia to revitalizing a workforce in war-torn

villages of West Africa, his real-world experiences serve as the foundation of his powerfully captivating

stories from which he brings his sessions to life.

He has a long-standing history of thought leadership and developing talent at all levels. He is a

former President of the Virginia Tech College of Human Sciences Alumni Association.  In 2003 as a

member of the Association for Talent Development (ATD) National Advisors for Chapters, Sardék was

awarded the Staff Partnership Award by Tony Bingham, ATD’s CEO. In 2018, he was cited by ATD as one

of the top 25 global thought leaders in Talent Development that spoke at the ATD International

Conference and Exposition. A regularly cited leadership, training, and peak performance expert,

Sardék currently serves as a member of the University of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC) Graduate

Instructional Systems Development Board.
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THE SCIENCE OF ENGAGEMENT
In this riveting Keynote, Engagement expert Sardék Love pulls back the curtain on the secrets to crafting highly
engaging training experiences. Get ready to delve into the fascinating science of participant engagement and
unlock the power of the three pillars within his groundbreaking Engage Framework.

LEADING WITH IMPACT!

Based on 2 decades of traveling to 32 countries to work with thousands of leaders, Engagement expert Sardék
Love discovered 5 specific habits all high-performing leaders demonstrate.

In this fast-paced and highly interactive session, Sardék will reveal the blueprint for developing the habits of high-
performing leaders who predictably deliver exceptional results.

MASTER INFLUENCER: 5 Powerful Secrets of Exceptionally Persuasive People

LEADING TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE

In a world evolving at breakneck speed, the ability to connect with people on a profound level has undeniably
become a crucial skill for achieving exceptional results. Now more than ever, leaders are grappling with tighter
timelines, leaner budgets, and unprecedented complexity (hello hybrid!). 

Prepare for an engaging and entertaining journey, where attendees will acquire invaluable insights into
leveraging influence effectively. Discover how to project unwavering confidence and cultivate a magnetic
presence that sparks inspiration and action. This is more than a Keynote; it's a transformative experience that
will leave you armed with a simple yet potent system for mastering the art of influence.

In DDI’s 2023 Global Leadership Forecast, 63% of leaders surveyed said managing successful change is a critical
skill, ranking it in the top 5 of all critical skills. In the post-COVID era, leaders are experiencing never-before-seen
levels of hyper-change, forcing organizations to develop leaders who are adept at operating in incredibly
uncertain times.

In this incredibly interactive and entertaining Keynote, Engagement Expert Sardék Love seamlessly blends
science with practicality, taking your audience on a captivating journey of true transformation. Discover the
secrets of leading change successfully.
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Speaking fees vary depending on event location. With advance notice, Sardék will sign

books after his keynote. Books can be provided to attendees at additional cost. For more

information on how to obtain copies of Sardék’s books, please call 540-520-5733 or email us

at info@ictscorp.com.

Location Fee

USA $15,000 - $20,000*

International $20,000 - $25,000**

60 minute live 

virtual keynote

$15,000

Roundtrip airfare, ground transportation, meals, and incidentals are included in the fee
*Required but not included in the fee: hotel accommodations

**Required but not included in the fee: Roundtrip Business Class airfare, ground transportation, and
hotel accomodations

All fees are in U.S. dollars. A non-refundable deposit totaling 50% of the Keynote fee is due

on contract signing to hold the agreed-upon date for the client. The remaining balance is

due 14 days prior to the event.

For more information on booking Sardék, call 540-520-5733 or email us at info@ictscorp.com

Please call us for custom pricing
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